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1 Introduction 

1.1 Document Overview 
This document describes release notes for ContexNet Global Traffic Manager IMS software version 3.2.9. 
This version is further identified by its build number 510 and the operating system image version 664.32716. 

Section 2 provides an overview of release 3.2.9. 

Section 3 describes issues addressed in release 3.2.9. 

Section 4 lists the known issues for this software version.  

Section 5 provides the performance goals and scale for release 3.2.9. 

Section 6 provides the list of UE and CSCF anomalies that have been observed in Comcast QA.  
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2 Release 3.2.9 Overview 

2.1 New Features in Release 3.2.9 

2.2 Event-Action Table 
2.2.1 Detection of Subscribe to Message Summary 
The detection of the SUBSCRIBE-NOTIFY-INACTIVITY-TIMEOUT event (Partial Registrations) has been 
modified in order to separate the handling of EVENT and MESSAGE SUMMARY subscriptions. Two events 
will be configured (vs. the current single event): 

• No Subscribe Register event: A REG NOTIFY was not received during a configurable interval 
• No Subscribe Message Summary event: A MESSAGE SUMMARY NOTIFY was not received during 

a configurable interval 

 
 

The “Partially Registered” state has been split into two states in the subscriber logs and on the GUI and 
renamed as follows: 

• Subscribe-Notify Reg: Set when a NOTIFY is received  for a SUBSCRIBE REG  
• Subscribe-Notify Message Summary: Set when a NOTIFY is received  for a SUBSCRIBE MESSAGE 

SUMMARY 

The logs for SNMP resets include the event that triggered the reset (E.g. No Subscribe Register, No Subscribe 
Message Summary). 
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2.2.2 Configurable Throttling Response Code 
The response code sent to the UE when throttling will be configurable on a system-wide basis (vs. the current 
hard coded 503). The configuration will include: 

• Response code when throttling REGISTER messages 
• Response code when throttling INVITE messages  
• Whether to use retry-after and the value when throttling REGISTER messages 

 
 

2.2.3 400 Response to Register 
A new event “400 Response to REGISTER” has been added. This event will be triggered when the response 
code to a REGISTER message of 400 is received for a TN. It will be possible to configure SNMP Reset as an 
action to this event. The action will be carried out only twice (configurable value) for any particular TN in a 
configurable time interval (default 1 minute).  

 
Additionally, once the above described reset has been completed, the device will not be reset again for a 
specified (configurable) period. This is configurable through the global property: 
D.CS_SIP_PT_400_RESET_EXPIRATION_TIME. Default value for this timer is 0 i.e. after one reset event 
on a device, the device is never reset again.   

2.3 Serviceability Features 
2.3.1 Ping to UE 
New feature has been added in Management GUI to select a specific subscriber and send ICMP echo to the 
subscriber to check connectivity.  
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2.3.2 Show VPCSCF Coupling 
New command has been added on Management CLI view the Primary and Secondary site coupling for a 
specified VIP. 

Example: 

mgmt network-elements showVCouple 

15  | BEA_PRI_VP_A   | CHI_SEC_VP_A 

 

2.3.3 SNMP TRAP on NID 
This feature was added in the 1/15/2015 release.  

IMS GTM will issue a trap when it automatically begins sending NID messages and a clearing trap when it 
stops send NID messages. The trap will be sent only when there is no previous active NID trap. The clearing 
trap will be sent when no NID messages were sent for a configurable time period (default 1 minute). 

Limitations: 

1. If there is a management restart during the sending of NIDs, NID clearing trap will not be sent when 
management ser4vers comes back online. 

2. Grid restart :  When a grid restart , and the NID counter is non-zero ( i.e. this Grid has sent NID 
sometime in the past ) , there will be a NID Trap , which will be followed ( after sample period ) with 
a clearing trap .Limitation of this solution is that there is no support for management restart . We will 
take care of sending clearing trap(s) when management is up just in case there was an ON tarp left 
before management was restart. 

2.4 SIP Call State Awareness 
2.4.1 Active Calls 
Previously, IMS GTM used heuristics to estimate whether or not a TN was in an active call. This estimate was 
used to determine whether a NID or SNMP reset can be sent to the UE, as well as for various counters. 

IMS GTM now accurately tracks active calls per TN and UE by tracking INVITEs and BYEs and reflects them 
in decisions related to NID, SNMP reset and in counters. 

The IMS GTM can now also track multiple calls per TN and can support up to 5 simultaneous calls per TN. 
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An active call for both NID & SNMP reset suppression and for counters is considered to begin when a 200OK 
is seen in response to an INVITE to or from the TN. Additionally, a new global property has been provided 
(D.CS_SIP_CALL_INVITE_NO_NID_TIMEOUT_SEC) that tracks the time since a device has seen an INVITE 
but no corresponding 200 OK. The default value is 10 seconds. During these 10 seconds, the device will not 
be sent a NID. If no 200OK is received beyond the configured value, the device will no longer be considered 
active. 

2.5 IPv6 
As of Release 3.2.9, IMS GTM has been enabled with the following features related to IPv6: 

• Supports for both IPv4 and IPv6 for all SIP communications between subscriber devices and the IMS 
Core / SBG. 

• Support for subscriber devices that use either IPv4 or IPv6. SIP packets from subscriber devices in 
which the IP and SIP header IP version do not match are dropped, counted and logged. 

• Support for load balancing of IPv6 registrations to SBGs/IMS cores. IMS GTM directs IPv6 traffic 
only to SBGs/IPv6 IMS Core.  

• Support for load balancing of IPv4 registrations to IPv4 P-CSCFs and directs IPv4 traffic only to IPv4 
P-CSCFs. 

• Implementation of separate P-CSCF and SBG/Core health checks for IPv4 and IPv6, respectively. 
• Implements unique connectivity check traps for IPv4 and IPv6.  
• Implementation of separate connectivity checks for IPv4 and IPv6. 
• Implementation of KPIs for IPv6 equivalent to those currently available in IPv4. 
• Differentiates between KPIs for IPv6 and IPv4 TNs 

Note: 

• Each IMS Core’s capacity should be configured as a total of IPv4 and IPv6 TNs it can support 
• All of the IPv4/IPv6 Dual Stack support requirements apply to both residential and business UEs. 

IPv6 features in R3.2.9 have not been fully tested in Comcast QA in a production simulated 
environment. 
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3 Issues Addresses in Release 3.2.9 

3.1 Additional terminator for extracting TN 
Fixed in 1/15/2015 510 release. 

Ticket #: 25312 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Previously, GTM only looked for "@" as a terminator to extract TN from userinfo field in SIP 
header. This was causing issues for UGC bypass test where this terminator was not present. With this fix, we 
have added check for ";" as a terminator. 

Severity: Major  

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9-510 

3.2 Forward all SIP methods 
Fixed in 1/15/2015 510 release. 

Ticket #: 25314 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: It was found in call transfer test for BCDV that GTM was dropping Refer method as it was 
unknown to GTM. This has been fixed so GTM will forward all received methods.  

Severity: Major  

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9-510 

3.3 Dry Run counter inaccurate 
Fixed in 1/15/2015 510 release. 

Ticket #: 23813 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Counters on events other than packets are incorrect when the event is set to dry run. They are 
much higher than the counters should be if the event is not set to dry run. This is because events are 
repeated every cycle, as the actual action does not take place. For example, for an IMS Core failure, the dry 
run does not cause the subscriber to be sent a NID packet, and so the subscriber remains registered on the 
failed core and the action is repeated every cycle.  

Severity: Major  

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9-510 

Caveats/Restrictions of Fix:  

• retransmitted (expedite) NIDs will not be counted 
• if two successive events occur, the counters are incremented and numbers of first event are lost 
• counters will be reset x hours after an occurrence so as to not interfere with another occurrence 
• dry run counters are not meant to accurately reflect NID rates – only to give an estimate of 

subscribers affected 
• when changing an action table rule from dry_run to ON, NIDs will NOT be sent out for past events 
• In case of trunk failure between Grid A and Grid B or in case of Grid A failure during such an event, 

Grid B may increment numbers for DRY_RUN that were already counted by Grid A.  
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3.4 Call Forwarding TN identification 
Ticket #: 22754 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Previously, GTM was looking only at the “TO:” field for the destination TN. However, in case of 
a forwarded call, the destination TN appears in the URI. Hence, the GTM could not find a sessions for this 
specific INVITE and was dropping the INVITE. The call was however succeeding through bypass. This issue 
has been fied and local GTM is able to look up the correct session based on forwarding specified in the URI.  

Severity: Major  

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.5 Action table counters 
Ticket #: 24034 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Monitoring of Action table counters has been moved from the Configuration section to the 
Monitoring section in the GTM GUI.  

Severity: Enhancement  

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.6 Disconnect Logs 
Ticket #: 24041 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Previously, syslogs and SNMP Traps showed Node ID or IP address of the disconnected server. 
Trunk disconnect and server disconnect logs now show name of grid/site and not Node id or IP address 

Severity: Enhancement  

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.7 COLD_START suppress 
Ticket #: 24049 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Previously, on MGMT failover, Standby management would send a COLD_START Trap. AS per 
Comcast request, this TRAP has been disabled for mgmt. failover. The trap will only occur in case of a server 
reboot or SNMP process reload.  

Severity: Major  

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.8 Delete Session Icon Tooltip 
Ticket #: 24278 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Delete Session Icon in the GUI changed from "Remove" to "Delete Session and Send NID". 

Severity: Minor    
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Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.9 Color code Activation rules 
Ticket #: 24303 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Entries in Action Table GUI with Activation OFF should be grayed out. 

Severity: Minor    

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.10 Color code Activation rules 
Ticket #: 24303 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Entries in Action Table GUI with Activation OFF should be grayed out. 

Severity: Minor    

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.11 Remote Registration Counter out of Sync 
Ticket #: 24855 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Remote Registrations counter was out of sync on Grid A and Grid B and showing different values 

Severity: Major    

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.12 Remote Registration Counter out of Sync 
Ticket #: 24855 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Remote Registrations counter was out of sync on Grid A and Grid B and showing different values 

Severity: Major    

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.13 Manual reset of excluded remote devices  
Ticket #: 24972 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: For a device that was excluded from NID revert list, SNMP reset of the device still sent the 
device to the remote core instead of local core.  

Severity: Major    

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 
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3.14 High CPU 0 Usage  
Ticket #: 24749 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Observed consistently high CPU on CPU 0 as compared to other cores. Moved NE Status and 
Launcher to CPU 11 instead of CPU 0 to reduce load on CPU 0.  

Severity: Major    

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 

3.15 Grid revert is too slow in scale  
Ticket #: 22146 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Grid Revert was not occurring at the configured NID rate due to depletion of tokens from 
retransmits as well as other SIP packets received by the grid. This has been fixed so that the NID tokens are 
not affected by packets other than the Registers.  

Severity: Major    

Resolution: Fixed in R3.2.9 
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4 Known Issues 

4.1 Constraints in 400 on REGISTER solution 
Ticket #: 24667 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: The following constrains apply to the implementation of the 400 on REG feature in R3.2.9: 

• Bypass calls will be disconnected, as they are stateless (i.e. might not have a session and ACTIVE 
is not marked). This is the same as NID behavior. 

• In rare race conditions, the Grid might send SNMP reset while a call is in establishment phase. This 
is due to the race between the different sync packets, and timing 

• If a SNMP reset was sent on a MAC session, and then the 400 repeat on the TN session, the previous 
reset is not counted, due to the fact that those are 2 different sessions 

Severity: NA (Feature Implementation)  

IMS System Impact: None 

Workaround: NA  

Planned Resolution:  NA 

4.2 Extra SNMP Reset to Partial Remote Subscriber 
Ticket #: 24752 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: For remote Load Balancing situation, where a subscriber is registered through a remote Grid, 
and there is a trunk disconnect between the remote node to the local node (which manages the snmp reset), 
and the disconnect occurred just before the snmp reset expired, the Grid will reset the device.  

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: Not a common scenario and only applicable to partially registered subscriber 

Workaround: None  

Planned Resolution:  No planned resolution.  

4.3 Device Remains Active 
Ticket #: 24951 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Usually when a device changes registration from Primary to Secondary, and it was in a call, the 
Grid cancels the device active mark and might LB device to another Core (in case the change in registration 
was caused due to Core failure). However, if the device registers with the same call id to the Secondary site 
(i.e. NOT full register), the Grid will NOT change active mark.  

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: Devices assumed to be on an active call in the situation described above will not be 
sent an automatic NID in case of any network events.  

Workaround: It is expected that device should change call-id when registering to a new site. Additionally, 
active on device will expire after idle timeout.  

Planned Resolution:  No planned resolution. 
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4.4 Ping EDVA feature not supported for IPv6  
Ticket #: 25075 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Due to current implementation - ping is executed from the management interface of the 
management server and IPv6 is supported only on grid external port. 

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: No ping from GUI to IPv6 subscriber  

Workaround: None  

Planned Resolution:  No planned resolution. 

4.5 After installing new version, GUI prompts an 
ERROR 

Ticket #: 25103 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: When the GUI initially connects to a new site, it requires the user to approve the site's fingerprint 
on a separate dialog. If the user does not approve that the dialog it ends with the error dialog. The finger print 
dialog is initialized from a different application process, by the https library on a non-GUI context, therefore it 
is difficult to track this issue and provide a more meaningful error. 

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: No system impact.   

Workaround: User can try to connect again and make sure to approve site fingerprint.   

Planned Resolution:  No planned resolution. 

4.6 Service for ARP is missing if no connectivity 
script is defined 

Ticket #: 25193 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: If no connectivity script is defined on one of the IMS elements, there will be no service sent to 
the Grid that enables it to receive ARP replies.  

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: Network Element is not brought online. 

Workaround: User must create service that relies on the source IP address that is configured on the element.  

Planned Resolution:  This issue will be corrected in a future software version. 
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4.7 SNMP reset on message summary timeout can be 
falsely sent to BCDV devices 

Ticket #: 25213 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description:  

Scenario: 

1. Register BCDV to V1_P_BCDV -> P1 
2. Fail P1 
3. After 50 minutes - BCDV tries to re-register to V1_P, fails and fully registers to V1_S_BCDV -> P2 
4. Step 3 happens every 50 minutes 
5. The session stays partial on V1_P_BCDV and fully registered on V1_S_BCDV - eventually the 

primary virtual will send SNMP reset on message summary timeout 

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: BCDV device is sent SNMP reset even though it is fully registered 

Workaround: None.   

Planned Resolution:  This issue will be corrected in a future software version. 

4.8 Device that moves off Grid might suffer from 
calls disconnect 

Ticket #: 25252 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description:  

Scenario: 

Device is registered to secondary site. Calls from device work. Now, there are several network disconnects 
between primary and secondary sites on the internal links, however the there is no site disconnect (i.e. both 
internal links do not fail at the same time). During the network disconnects, the device tries to make a call 
which gets delayed due to these disconnections. As a result, device tries to re-register to the Primary but skips 
the secondary and registers directly to the core (third entry). At this point, calls may be disconnected by the 
secondary grid where the device was previously registered. 

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: Call is dropped. Not a common scenario. 

Workaround: None.   

Planned Resolution:  This issue will be corrected in a future software version. 

4.9 Upstream session remains active after LB to 
other cores 

Ticket #: 24959 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Device is registered to P1. If P1 fails, device re-registers with new call-id to V1_P and the device 
is load-balanced to a different core. However, the session is still marked as Active. In case of a Send_NID 
scenario at that point, the Grid will not send NID to this device but will wait for active timeout.  
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Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: Device is not sent NID. 

Workaround: None.   

Planned Resolution:  This issue will be corrected in a future software version. 

4.10  No option to select timeout for Ping to 
Subscriber 

Ticket #: 25053 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Currently there is no option to configure the ping timeout when sending ICMP echo to subscriber 
from GUI.   

Severity: Minor 

IMS System Impact: None 

Workaround: None.   

Planned Resolution:  This issue will be corrected in a future software version. 

4.11  SNMP reset for 400 might be issued twice for 
multi-line EDVA  

Ticket #: 25240 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: The 400 is identified per TN but the SNMP reset is sent for the device. So for a multi-line EDVA 
that receives the 400 multiple times, the SNMP reset will be send per 400 response. This is not specific to 400 
only but also applicable to any other case of sending SNMP reset per TN.  

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: Device receives multiple SNMP resets.  

Workaround: It is recommended to set the global property to 1. It will not prevent the double SNMP reset, 
but it will be less impact than 4 consecutive reset(s).   

Planned Resolution:  Will not be fixed as there is no way to send SNMP reset specific to TN.  

4.12  No TOS insertion from server side in internal 
connection establishment  

Ticket #: 22351 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: Grid is supposed to mark packets with configured TOS before sending out. It was observed that 
SYN (or SYN-ACK) and ACK packets are not marked with TOS before sending out. All other packets are 
correctly marked.   

Severity: Minor 

IMS System Impact: No impact.   

Workaround: None.  

Planned Resolution:  No planned release.  
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4.13  Wrongly marked Full Message Summary  
Ticket #: 25205 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: When a subscriber registers to a grid through First Packet Registration that is not a full register, 
gird marks the packet as fully registered even though the Subscribe to message has not been seen. This is 
changed to partial if the Subscribe is not seen again in the next full register. Not a common scenario as this 
can only occur when a new TN is added.   

Severity: Minor 

IMS System Impact: Subscriber wrongly marked as fully registered so SNMP reset may not be sent for this 
device after the first 12 hour period.   

Workaround: None.  

Planned Resolution:  No planned release 

4.14  SNMP reset not delayed after INVITE Packet  
Ticket #: 25436 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: INVITE Timeout is typically configured at 30 seconds on GTM. Below is the scenario: 

1. EDVA sends REGISTER 
2. Almost immediately, EDVA sends an INVITE 
3. PCSCF sends 400 for REG 
4. Instead of waiting for 30sec to expire, GTM Sends SNMP Reset immediately.  

Severity: Minor 

IMS System Impact: As such this should be expected behavior as EDVA is not registering to CSCF.    

Workaround: None.  

Planned Resolution:  No planned release 

4.15  Incorrect time in /var/log/messages  
Ticket #: 25255 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: It was observed in QA /var/log/messages logs were going backwards even though NTP was 
correctly configured. Root cause of this issue is not known and issue was not reproducible.  

Severity: Minor 

IMS System Impact: This does not impact traffic – only shows wrong time stamp on logs. 

Workaround: Restart Linux syslog server: service syslod restart.  

Planned Resolution:  No planned release 

4.16  MGMT loses Grid internal notifications at high 
scale 

Ticket #: 25352 
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Customer Reference: NA 

Description: During trunk disconnect between sites in scale setup (20M subscribers), it was observed that 
MGMT missed some session notifications from grid and showed jboss error messages: 

[2015-12-27 14:36:25,058] ERROR : (org.jboss.messaging.util.ExceptionUtil:64) -[Receiver [BE-
21:be_sm_protocol] 10.0.0.26:50442] SessionEndpoint[vc-5z46poii-1-p644poii-wr4qdc-n400a] send [0k1mf-
24lsxoii-1-p644poii-wr4qdc-n400a] 

[2015-12-27 14:36:25,058] ERROR : (org.jboss.messaging.util.ExceptionUtil:64) -[Receiver [BE-
15:be_sm_protocol] 10.0.0.178:44728] SessionEndpoint[vc-5z46poii-1-p644poii-wr4qdc-n400a] send [1k1mf-
24lsxoii-1-p644poii-wr4qdc-n400a] 

[2015-12-27 14:36:25,059] ERROR : (org.jboss.remoting.ServerInvoker:2080) -[Receiver [BE-
21:be_sm_protocol] 10.0.0.26:50442] Error executing server oneway invocation request: 
InvocationRequest[39ef196f, JMS, org.jboss.jms.wireformat.SessionSendRequest@425cd741] 

Severity: Minor 

IMS System Impact: This does not impact SIP traffic on Grid – it only affect Management display. Also, static 
sessions that could not be synced are synced in next period.   

Workaround: None. 

Planned Resolution:  No planned release 

4.17  MGMT incorrectly reports Grid as HA_INVALID 
or NODE_SM_DISCONNECTED 

Ticket #: 22458, 22807 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: In high scale setup, when grids disconnect from management and then reconnect the 
management erroneously reports Grid status as NODE_HA_INVALID or NODE_SM_DISCONNECTED. Both 
these issues are caused by a race/timing condition while Grid tries to sync static sessions with the 
management server. With the sessions in mgmt. in cache instead of DB in 3.2.8, this should have reduced 
considerably. However, issue is still reported intermittently.  

Severity: Minor 

IMS System Impact: Cosmetic issue. Issue corrects itself during next disconnect-connect. Also, user can 
verify that sessions are still syncing to management even though Grid status is incorrect.    

Workaround: None. 

Planned Resolution:  No planned release 

4.18  MGMT at scale misses Grid notifications 
Ticket #: 25352 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: In high scale setup, when grids disconnect from management and then reconnects the 
management sometimes misses session notifications from Grid and is not able to fully sync. The management 
reports status as HA_INVALID and eventually syncs again after about 40 minutes and changes to 
HA_ACTIVE. 

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: Management – grid sync takes longer than expected (up to 40 minutes).   

Workaround: None. 

Planned Resolution:  No planned release 
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4.19  NOTIFY for NID above 3K is dropped 
Ticket #: 25404 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: If Grid receives NOTIFY packet (with Event Reg) that is close enough to 3K in its size, Grid is 
not able to create a NID out of that packet. As such, number of NOTIF packets above 3K is small and this 
issue affects sending of NID to subscriber. 

Severity: Minor 

IMS System Impact: Subscriber will not receive NID in the case that the original NOTIFY packet was larger 
than 3000 bytes.     

Workaround: None. 

Planned Resolution:  No planned release 

4.20  Throttling - Outgoing Call - Invite to 911 
Dropped 

Ticket #: 25360 

Customer Reference: NA 

Description: If throttling feature is enabled and traffic is being throttled above a certain call rate, the Grid also 
throttles 911 calls.  

Severity: Major 

IMS System Impact: Comcast currently does not use Throttling feature on GTM. This defect is to be noted in 
case the feature is enabled.  

Workaround: None. 

Planned Resolution:  No planned release 
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5 Performance and Scale 
Performance goals of R3.2.9: 

• IMS GTM will use CentOS 6.4 operating system 
• IMS Cores:  8 
• Total TNs: 20M 
• TNs per site (including failover capacity): 5M 
• Re-Registration rate per site 1800/s 
• Full Registration & Subscription rate per site 250/s 
• Call attempt rate per site (sustained) 1600/s  
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6 UE and CSCF Anomalies 

6.1 BYE was seen from EDVA side on 911 call  
1. A calls B 
2. A flash 
3. A calls 911  
4. A flash again, and another time 
5. A hangs up ( this should remain the call active ) 
6. A sends BYE 

6.2 Geo redundancy failed on the first call  
1. Fail site (both Grids) and exclude devices from NID so that they remain registered on failed 

site  
2. Make an incoming call to one of the TN  
3. Incoming call is received at the Secondary Grid and forwarded to TN  
4. TN , in response , sends registration to the Secondary  
5. User experience is that he/she receives a message “subscriber is currently not accessible , try 

later “ 
6. After registration, calls work. 
7. Also , in several occasions we observed that some of the geo-redundancy INVITE were not 

routed to the Grid 

6.3 Call forwarding and 3-way for a specific device 
1. Device Thomson: USER_AGENT:DHG536-ST76.10.42 M5T SIP Stack/4.1.7.9 
2. C is registered on GTM Secondary interface. 
3. A -> *72 -> C 
4. B -> *72 -> C 
5. Now, A -> B which is forwarded to C 
6. D calls A which is also being forwarded to C 
7. C is now in a place where it should hold 2 calls  
8. Pressing <flash> at C should re-invite A  
9. C sends re-invite to A , via GTP primary interface  
10. P-cscf replies with 481 Call/Transaction does not exist 

6.4 Device (Cisco) replies to INVITE with 481 
Cisco device was observed several times responding to INVITE with a 481. Traces provided to Comcast.  

6.5 Incoming call with To: header without “+” 
Traces provided to Comcast. 

6.6 P-cscf does not set TOS AF on one fragment, 
when packet is fragmented 

Traces provided to Comcast. 
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6.7 Weird VIA observed from a device  
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 
m74547d9e8e7e.cpeman.gtm.iot.ims.comcast.net;branch=z9hG4bK08afec1f118398a96;rport 

Traces provided to Comcast.  
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